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1 Purpose

This is a proposal to encode the Newar script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646). It replaces
“Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Prachalit Nepal Script in ISO/IEC 10646” (N4038 L2/11-152). The
proposed name for the script has been changed from ‘Prachalit Nepal’ to ‘Newar’ (see Section 3.2).

This document provides background on the Newar script, a description of the writing system, character data,
and examples of usage. Also included are descriptions of characters that are attested, but not yet proposed
for encoding. The ISO Proposal Summary Form is attached.

2 Introduction

2.1 Background

Newar is a Brahmi-based script used for writing Newar (ISO 639-3: new), a Tibeto-Burman language spo-
ken by 825,000 people in Nepal, predominantly in the Kathmandu Valley. The Newar language is known
indigenously as 𑐸𑐪𑐯𑐾 𑐥𑐯𑐧 / नेवाः भाय ‘Newa Bhay’ and in the Nepali language as 𑐸𑐢𑐯𑐩 𑐥𑐯𑐬𑐯 / नेपाल भाषा ‘Nepal
Bhasa’. Although it is called ‘Nepal Bhasa’, Newar is distinct from the Indo-Aryan language Nepali (ISO
639-3: nep), the official language of the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal, which is known also as
‘Gorkhali’ and ‘Khaskura’. Newar is the fifth most-spoken language in Nepal. It is also spoken by 14,000
people in the Indian state of Sikkim, where it is recognized by the Government of Sikkim as an official
language of the state. The Newar language is currently written in Devanagari; however, the Newar script is
being promoted as the written standard. The script is also used for writing Sanskrit and Nepali. It was used
historically for writing Maithili, Bengali, and Hindi.

The Newar script is the modern and current form of the “even-headed” or “flat-headed” (पाचुमोल pācumola)
script, which is one of three writing systems historically associated with Newar linguistic culture since the
11th century. The script is referred to as नेवार आखर nevāra ākhara “Newar Script” for the first time in the
1654 inscription of king Pratap Malla (r. 1641–74) at Hanuman Dhoka in Durbar Square, Kathmandu (see
figure 7). The common Nepali and Western designation is नेवारी ‘Nevari’ / ‘Newari’.
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The script has been known by several different names. In his 1950 work Nepāla Deśyā Aksạrabodha,
Panna Prasad Vaidya called the script नेपाला र ‘Nepal Akshar’. The Nepalese epigraphist Pt. Hemarāja
Śākyavaṃśa identified the script as थ क हे चिलत िलिप ‘Thaunkanhe Prachalit Akha’ (“Current Popular
Script”) in Nepāla Lipi Saṃgraha (1953) and in Nepala Lipi-Prakāśa (1973) he called it चिलत नेवारी िलिप
‘Prachalit Newari Lipi’ (“Current Newari Script”) in Nepali and “Newari Script” in English. Other names
include 𑐸𑐪𑐯𑐾 𑐁𑐏𑐾 / नेवाः आखः ‘Newa Akha’ or ‘Newah Akhah’ (“Newar Script”). At present, the names
चिलत नेपाल िलिप ‘Prachalit Nepal Lipi’ (“Popular Nepal Script”) or, more simply, नेपाल िलिप ‘Nepal Lipi’

(“Nepal Script”) are being promoted for the script.

The name ‘Prachalit’ has been in vogue after Śākyavaṃśa first popularized it in 1953. However, Śākyavaṃśa
uses the term not for a specific or standard form of the script, but for at least three different varities. For
example, the ‘Thaunkanhe Prachalit’ script (see Figure 14) differs slightly from the ‘Prachalit Newari’ script
(see Figure 15). Both of these differ slightly from the ‘Prachalit’ script that is currently promoted by Nepal
Lipi Guthi (see Figure 24). The Nepal Lipi Guthi developed a standard for the script in 1989 and published
it as Pracalita Lipiyā Varnạmālā (1992).

2.1.1 Related Scripts of Nepal

In addition to the “flat-headed” pācumola / nevāra ākhara, the 1654 inscription of Pratap Malla mentions
the names of two other scripts used in Newar linguistic tradition. These are the “curve-headed” or “hooked”
गोलमोल golamola and “delightful” (र ा rañjā) scripts. These are known by the modern names भु जमोल
bhujiṃmola ‘Bhujinmol’ and र ना rañjanā ‘Ranjana’. These scripts developed from the pācumola model
in the 11th century (Malla 1981: 23). The Bhujinmola or “fly-headed” script emerged around 1042  and
was used alongside the Newari script until the 14th century. The Ranjana script first appeared in Nepal
in 1099 in Mahayana Buddhist texts and was popular until the end of the Malla period in the middle 18th
century.

Śākyavaṃśa identified six other scripts in addition to ‘Prachalit’, ‘Bhujinmol’, and ‘Ranjana’. These he
called पाचूमोल ‘Pachumol’, हमोल ‘Hinmol’, कंूमोल ‘Kunmol’, गोलमोल ‘Golmol’, ेँ मोल ‘Kvenmol’, and
िलतुमोल ‘Litumol’. To this he also adds ‘Thaunkanhe Prachalit’ and ‘Prachalit Newari’. Despite such a
proliferation of scripts, actual usage of several forms is unattested beyond charts published in script hand-
books. These scripts may be considered stylistic variants of ‘Prachalit’ and ‘Bhujimol’ and may be grouped
with them based upon the structure of their headstrokes; indeed, the term मोल mol means ‘head’ and refers
to the headstrokes by which Śākyavaṃśa names each script. The ‘flat-headed’ (pācumola) scripts consist
of ‘Pachumol’, ‘Hinmol’, and ‘Thaunkanhe Prachalit’ / ‘Prachalit Newari’; the ‘curve-headed’ (golamola)
group consists of ‘Bhujinmol’, ‘Golmol’, ‘Kunmol’, ‘Kvenmol’, and ‘Litumol’. Additional information re-
garding the classification of these scripts is provided by Michael Everson in “Roadmapping the scripts of
Nepal” (N3692 L2/09-325), which includes possible approaches to encoding them in the UCS.

2.1.2 Development

The Newar script is a descendent of Brahmi through the northern Gupta script. It belongs to the ‘Kutila’
or ‘proto-Bengali’ family and is related to the Bengali, Oriya, and Tirhuta scripts. It is also considerably
influenced by Devanagari. Tables that illustrate the evolution of Newar characters from Brahmi are shown
in Figure 31. A distinct Newar script emerged in the 10th century. The first recorded use of the script is
a manuscript of the Laṅkāvatāra Sūtra, which is dated to 908  (see Figure 3). The script was actively
used until the beginning of the 20th century. Usage of both the script and the Newar language was banned
in Nepal in 1905 by the Rana government. The Rana regime imposed harsh discriminatory policies against
the Newar language, including imprisonment and exile for those who studied the language and published in
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it. The ban was lifted in 1951 when Rana rule was brought to an end. However, the effects of the policies
against the Newar language and Newar scholarship, in general, linger in the present.

The Newar script was first adapted for printing in 1952 by Pushpa Ratna Sagar (Tuladhar 2009). Sagar com-
missioned Gyan Ratna Bajracharya to design the glyphs and sent the drawings to the Eastern Type Foundry
in Kolkata, India. The first Newar typewriter was produced by Sagar in 1986. The glyphs were designed by
Keshav Ratna Bajracharya and taken by Sagar to Allahabad, India where typebars were developed by the
Characters Types foundry and fitted to a Remington typewriter.

Several projects wand organizations were instituted in the latter half of the 20th century for the preser-
vation and promotion of Newar linguistic traditions. The Nepal-German Manuscript Preservation Project
(NGMPP) was a joint effort initiated in 1970 between His Majesty’s Government of Nepal and the German
Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). It operated until 2002 and produced nearly 180,000
manuscripts on microfilm. NGMPP was succeeded by in 2002 by the Nepalese-German Manuscript Cat-
aloguing Project (NGMCP) and continues to operate at the Nepal Research Centre in Kathmandu. Other
efforts for the preservation of Newar manuscripts were launched by Asa Safu Kuthi, a private library in
Kathmandu, who goal is to digitize Newar manuscripts.

Newar organizations began in the 1980s to promote scholarship in the language and attempted to revive usage
of the script. Two community-based organizations dedicated to the study, preservation, and promotion of
the Newar script, as well as Ranjana, are the Nepal Lipi Guthi (Kathmandu) and Lipi Thapu Guthi (Lalitpur).
Nepal Lipi Guthi has been the most active in the promotion of the Newar script. It developed a standard for
the script in September 1989 under the advisement of leading Newar scholars. In March 2010, it convened
the Nepal Lipi Encoding Committee in order to study approaches to encoding the Newar and Ranjana scripts
in the UCS.

2.1.3 Usage

The Newar script has been used over a thousand-year period for inscriptions and manuscripts. Some of the
historical and current applications of the script are:

1. Inscriptions Nearly all inscriptions on stone, copper plates, and other materials from the 10th century
until the establishment of the Shah regime in 1769 were produced in the Newar script (Kamal P. Malla,
personal correspondence, 2011). See figures 4 and 7 for examples of Newar inscriptions.

2. Coinage The script was used on coins issued by various rulers of the Malla dynasties until 1768 (see
figures 5 and 6.

3. Manuscripts Nearly 30,000 manuscripts are written in the Newar script (Malla 1981: 23). The ma-
jority of these are manuscripts containing Sanskrit texts.

4. Books The first books were published in the Newar script by the Nepal Printing Press in the 1960s.
Printing was performed using metal types commissioned by Pushpa Ratna Sagar.

5. Literary Periodicals Several literary journals and periodicals have been published in theNewar script
during the past decade. The Paubha is a quarterly journal published by the Nepal Lipi Guthi, Kath-
mandu. The Lipi Pau is a monthly periodical (edited by Naresh Bir Shakya) published by Elohan
Publications, Kathmandu (see figure 13). The Thapu is a literary annual (edited by Rajit Bahadur
Shrestha) published by Lipi Thapu Guthi, Lalitpur.

6. Government Publications The script is also used in official government publications. In Sikkim,
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the Newar script is used for the Newar-language edition of the government bulletin titled Sikkim Her-
ald (sub-editor Meena Pradhan), published by the Department of Information and Public Relations,
Government of Sikkim.

7. Ephemera The script is used on cover pages of books, the masts of newspapers, greeting cards,
invitations, banners, and in signage.

8. Digital Publications Activities aimed at the use and preservation of the Newar script and language
are currently conducted in digital media. “Nepal Lipi Online” 𑐸𑐢𑐯𑐩 𑐰𑐩𑐰𑐢 𑐀𑐩𑐯𑐂𑐡 publishes an annual
supplement in the script, which is distributed in Portable Document Format (PDF).

9. Digitized Typefaces Several digitized Newar typefaces have been developed and are used for produc-
ing print and digital publications. The first digitized Newar typeface, a TrueType font, was developed
by Sunil Maharjan in 1994 for Navin Press. “Newa Regular” was developed by Subhash Printing
Press in 1999. A third font was developed by Rabindra Pachhai in 2000, which was used by Nepal
Lipi Guthi. Also in 2000, ‘Rabison Nepal Lipi’ was produced by Rabison Shakya. Several others fol-
lowed. The ‘Kumari’ font was designed by Rajendra Shrestha. Another typeface is ‘Swati’ designed
by Samir Karmacharya. These typefaces are based upon legacy encodings. The most recent Newar
font, ‘Aakha’, is being developed by Suwarn Vajracharya and a team of designers. It is an OpenType
font based upon the Unicode encoding for Devanagari. A comparison of these typefaces is shown in
tables 2–5.

Although Newar users have adapted the script for use in digital platforms, the solutions do not allow for
the representation of the Newar script in plain text. The lack of a Unicode standard for Newar impedes its
use in basic computing activities, such as writing e-mails, creating websites, and in digital publishing, as
well as in larger scale efforts such as localization and internationalization. There are several organizations
dedicated to the preservation of Newar manuscripts and to the promotion of the Newar language and scripts.
An encoding for Newar in the UCS will provide the foundation for developing the necessary resources to
support such efforts and to meet the needs of the Newar community in Nepal, Sikkim, and around the globe.

3 Proposal Details

3.1 Principles for Encoding the Script

TheNewar script proposed here for encoding is intended for representing various forms of the script, from the
Pachumola of Old Newar manuscripts to forms of Prachalit to the current Nepal Lipi. In order to ensure the
encoding of various historical and modern Newar texts, the character repertoire contains characters attested
in sources from various periods. It should be understood that these characters are part of the Newar script
and the various historical scripts styles are variants of a distinct Newar script.

3.1.1 Justification for Independent Encoding

Although the Newar script is based upon the same model as Devanagari and Bengali and has several letter-
forms in common with these scripts, it has several distinct features that require independent encoding for
the script. It is distinct from them in terms of shaping behaviors, orthography, as well as character shapes.
A comparison of Newar and Devanagari is shown in figures 25–28. The chief differences between Newar
and other Brahmi-based scripts are the behavior of certain vowel signs in certain consonant environments;
the behavior of certain consonants in non-initial position; and the use of independent ligatures for particular
consonant conjuncts. These are standard features of Newar orthography. Proper representation of Newar in
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plain-text requires the preservation of its distinct rendering behaviors. This can only be accomplished at the
character level, through character content that is independent of font changes or other formatting.

3.2 Name for the Script Block

‘Newar’ as Name for Script Block The name assigned to a script block in the Universal Character Set
should be distinctive. It should uniquely identify the script and assist both a local and an international
audience in recognizing the writing system. For this reason, the name assigned to the proposed script is
‘Newar’. The name ‘Newar’ is the anglicized form of the Newar self-designation नेवाः nevāh ̣. It is the most
distinctive and universally recognizable name for the script. ‘Newar’ is the regular English name used in
Nepal and at the international level in reference to the community, language, and script. Moreover, the name
is used in official Nepali and English records in Nepal, for instance in the 2001 Census of Nepal.

Constraints of Other Names Other names for ‘Newar’ are indigenous, external, and historical names,
such as ‘Newa Akha’, ‘Newari’, ‘Nepal Lipi’, ‘Prachalit Lipi’, ‘Prachalit Nepal Lipi’, etc., including vari-
ations that use English translations of ‘Lipi’ as ‘Script’, such as ‘Nepal Script’, etc. Local users prefer
the name ‘Nepal Lipi’ or ‘Nepal’, but this name is not admissable for the reasons described below. The
above-given names do not appropriately or uniquely identify the script in an international context and are
not recommended for the proposed script block for the reasons stated below.

1. ‘Newa’ / ‘Newa Akha’ The name 𑐸𑐪𑐯𑐾 𑐁𑐏𑐾 / नेवाः आखः nevāh ̣ ākhah ̣ “Newa script” is the Newar
name for the traditional writing systems used for writing the Newar language. The term nevāh ̣ is the
indigenous self-designation and ākhah ̣ is derived from Sanskritअ र aksạra ’‘letter”. The name nevāh ̣
is written in simplified romanization as ‘Newa’, ‘Newah’, and ‘Newa:’, where ‘:’ is used in the latter
for representing vowel length. ‘Newa’ is a suitable name that uniquely identifies the writing system,
but it is not as widely-recognized as ‘Newar’.

2. ‘Newari’ The term नेवारी ‘Nevari’ or ‘Newari’ is the most commonly used reference for the lan-
guage and script in Nepali and Western scholarly literature. To be sure, ‘Newari’ is the most suitable
name for the script block name in terms of universal identification. The term ‘Newari’ was first used
by Capuchin missionaries in the 1740s in their dispatches to Rome (Kamal P. Malla, personal corre-
spondence, 2011). The term was introduced into English in the early 19th century and is still used
at present in Nepal, India, and globally. Brian Hodgson is believed to have popularized the English
use of the name. In an article from 1822, Hodgson refers to the script eponymously when he writes
“A variety of characters is met with in the Nepalese books, both Newari and Bhotiya” (1822: 417).
To this he adds that “The three Newari alphabets are denominated Bhanjin Mola, Ranja, and Newari”
(ibid). Modern, well-respected Nepalese scholars such as Kamal P. Malla and Dineshcandra Regmi
continue to use the term in their English and Nepali writings. However, it is not used by the Newar
community, who consider it to be a foreign designation. The disapproval of ‘Newari’ is linked to its
etymology, ‘Newar’ + the Nepali adjectival suffix <-i>. The suffix is considered a Nepali innovation
and linguistically non-Newar. On account of such attitudes towards ‘Newari’, the term is unsuitable
as the name for the script block.

3. ‘Nepal’ / ‘Nepal Lipi’ / ‘Nepal Script’ The name 𑐸𑐢𑐯𑐩 𑐰𑐩𑐰𑐢 / नेपाल िलिप ‘Nepal Lipi’ is promoted
by some members of the Newar community as the formal name for the script. The use of the name
‘Nepal’ in ‘Nepal Lipi’ points to the traditional Newar conception of Nepal as a limited demarcation
of the Kathmandu Valley, which is believed to be the indigenous territory of the Newars. The name
‘Nepal’ indeed originates from the Newar language, but it has lost its original specification and now
refers to various other historical and modern geographic configurations. Thus, in the indigenous con-
ception, ‘Nepal Lipi’ signifies the “script of the Kathmandu Valley” to Newars. However, at present,
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‘Nepal’ ubiquitously refers to the Republic of Nepal. As such, the name ‘Nepal Lipi’ is ambiguous
and confusing. The most significant constraint of the name ‘Nepal Lipi’ is that it does not uniquely
identify the Newar script. The semantic ambiguity of ‘Nepal’ in ‘Nepal Lipi’ inaccurately designates
the Newar script as the national writing system of the Republic of Nepal. To an international audience,
the term ‘Nepal Script’ evokes the script used for writing Nepali, which at present is the Devanagari
script. Furthermore, the term ‘Nepal Lipi’ is generically used for referring to other traditional scripts
for writing the Newar language, which include Ranjana, the ‘Prachalit’ script, and Bhunjimol, as well
as variant forms of these. Thus, it is also a categorical term, and not the proper name of a single,
distinct writing system.

4. ‘Nepālākṣara’ The name नेपाला र nepālākṣara ‘Nepal Akshar’ is synoymous with ‘Nepal Lipi’,
describe above. It is rendered in English as ‘Nepal Script’.

5. ‘Nepalese’ The Newar and related scripts are sometimes referred to as ‘Nepalese scripts’. The term
‘Nepalese’ is another English form of the term ‘Nepali’. It does not uniquely identify the Newar script.

6. ‘Prachalit’ The term 𑐢𑐓𑐰𑐩𑐝 ‘Prachalit’ is derived from the Sanskrit चिलत pracalit, which means
“established” or temporally “current” or “popular”. The term चिलत िलिप pracalit lipi is used in
various South Asian languages for referring to the script in which a language is presently written, as
distinguished from historical writing systems for the same. Thus, ‘Prachalit’ is not a proper name and
does not uniquely identify the Newar script. It is too generic to serve as a formal name for a script in an
international standard. Moreover, it is ambiguous. The term ‘Prachalit Nepal Script’ or the “current
script of Nepal” may also refer to Devanagari, which is the pracalit lipi for the Nepali language.

7. ‘Thaunkanhe Prachalit’ The Newar term 𑐞𑐽𑐎𑐸 𑐢𑐓𑐰𑐩𑐝 𑐁𑐏𑐾 / थ क हे चिलत आख thaumkanhe pra-
calit akha means the “current standard” or “current popular” script. It is semantically equivalent to
‘Prachalit’. The term is used by Nepali authors, such as Hemarāja Śākyavaṃśa (1953) for referring to
the current script used for writing the Newar language. It is not a proper name, but an adjective that
refers to the modern variant of the Newar script.

In addition to the above, names that contain descriptors such as ‘Lipi’ and ‘Script’, or other indigneous names
for “script”, or terms that refer to typological categories of writing systems, such as ‘alphabet’, are not suitable
in names for UCS script blocks. These terms are not used on account of semantic redundancy: all scripts
encoded in the UCS are ‘scripts’, eg. ‘Latin script’, ‘Devanagari script’, etc. Moreover, names that contain
temporal-specific descriptors, such as ‘current’ or ‘popular’ or ‘standard’ are not suitable because what is
pracalit ‘current’, ‘popular’, or ‘standard’ is subject to change. These categorical terms are inappropriate
because they are generic and ambiguous and do not provide sufficient context for uniquely identifying a
script and limit the historical scope of the script encoding.

Appropriateness of the Name ‘Newar’ Of the various names used for the script, ‘Newar’ is most suitable
for uniquely identifying the script. This term first appears in local sources in 1652 ( 772) and is the
Prakrit derivation of the Sanskrit नेपाल nepāla (van Driem 2001: 731). As the term ‘Newari’ was considered
objectionable by Newars, the name ‘Newar’ has been used in English sources since the early 19th century
and it remains the most common term of reference. The name is used by modern scholars, the rationale for
which is described by Carol Genetti in A Grammar of Dolakha Newar:

Currently there is no consensus among the Newars themselves or among the scholars working on Newar
as to which language name is best. I have chosen to use the term Newar as the term which seems least
objectionable to people both within and outside the Newar community. It also has the advantage of being
very similar to “Newari”, so scholars first encountering the language are likely to correctly assume that
the two terms refer to the same language. (Genetti 2007: 10)
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Another scholar, Miranda Shaw, provides additional details on the current preference for the name ‘Newar’:

I use the term “Newar” both nominally and adjectivally throughout my study, although the current prac-
tice in scholarly writing is to use “Newari” to designate the Newar (newāh ̣) language and as an adjective
for things Newar. My decision defers to Newar political and scholarly efforts to eliminate usage of
“Newari,” a neologism apparently introduced into scholarly usage by Brian Hodgson in the late nine-
teenth century. The term “Newari,” rendered in Nepali script as nevārī, has been so applied and imposed
in a range of legal, legislative, and academic contexts that it has come for some Newars to symbolize
Nepali political, social, and academic hegemony. (Shaw 2006: xi)

These descriptions indicate conscientious usage of ‘Newar’ in the English medium by scholars. The other
names may be suitable within a local Newar context, but they are not distinctive enough for an international
standard. This is important because the script is used outside of Nepal, for instance in Sikkim, where it is
used for writing a Newar edition of the Sikkim Herald.

‘Newar’ is distinct and appropriately indicates its association with the Newar community and its language.
The Newar community advocates the script under the banner of ‘Nepal Script’. While this name holds
significance locally, it is confusing at an international level. For persons outside of the Newar community,
the name ‘Nepal Script’ evokes “the script used in (the Republic of) Nepal” or “the script used for writing
the language of Nepal”, etc. In this sense, ‘Nepal Script’ may refer to Devanagari, which is used for writing
Nepali, the “language of Nepal” in conventional understanding. Similarly, to an international audience the
name “Nepal Bhasa” draws an association with the modern Nepali nation-state and the Nepali language.

Advantages of the Name ‘Newar’ Despite the etymology of the name ‘Nepal’ and its sociolinguistic
configurations for the Newar community within the Republic of Nepal, usage of the name ‘Nepal Script’
or any other local name at the international level will diminish the identity of the script. If members of the
Newar community seek to promote the Newar script in order to preserve and revitalize it, the best chance
for success in these efforts lies in accepting a script name that is distinctive and uniquely associated with
their linguistic tradition. In such a case, the term ‘Newar’ will clearly indicate that the script encoded in the
UCS is that used for writing the Newar language and that it is the writing system associated with the Newar
community. As such, the name ‘Newar’ will best facilitate identification and recognition of the script in an
international standard both within and beyond Nepal. Members of the Newar community may assign local
aliases, such as ‘Prachalit Lipi’ and ‘Nepal Lipi’, to the Newar script for the purpose of representing various
historical and current variations of the script.

3.3 Character Names

Names for Newar characters follow the UCS convention for Brahmi-based scripts. Some character names
differ from those used in the Newar language. Newar names for characters are included in the names list as
aliases.

3.4 Character Repertoire

A total of 83 characters is required to encode a basic character set for Newar. The proposed code chart and
names list are shown in figures 1 and 2. Several other characters that are attested in manuscripts and other
sources have been identified (see Section 5); however, additional research is required in order to determine
the suitability of encoding them in the UCS.
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3.5 Allocation

The Newar block is allocated to the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP) at the range U+11400..1147F.

3.6 Font

The Newar font used here is based upon the font developed by Rabison Shakya in 2002 for his Nepala Lipi
Varnamala: Alphabet of the Nepalese Script. Modifications have been made to Shakya’s original font and
several new glyphs have been added by the present author.

4 Writing System

4.1 Structure

The general structure (phonetic order, mātrā reordering, use of virāma, etc.) of Newar is similar to that of
Devanagari and other Indic scripts based upon the Brahmi model. It is written from left-to-right. Certain
consonant-vowel combinations are written as ligatures; certain vowel signs modify the graphical structure of
the consonants with which they combine. Consonant clusters are represented as conjuncts and independent
ligatures.

4.2 Virāma

The Newar ◌ 𑐿  is identical in its behavior to the Devanagari . The  is used for silencing
the inherent vowel of a consonant. It is also used for encoding conjuncts, in which each bare consonant is
followed by .

A visible  is produced by writing +200C   - after . The Newar
name for  is 𑐝𑐲𑐰𑐝𑐢𑐯𑐩𑐯 tutipālā; the name 𑐮𑐩𑐡 halant is also used.

4.3 Vowels

There are 14 vowel letters, known as 𑐦𑐯𑐼 𑐁𑐏𑐾 māṃ ākhah ̣:

𑐀 

𑐁 

𑐂 

𑐃 

𑐄 

𑐅 

𑐆  

𑐇  

𑐈  

𑐉  

𑐊 

𑐋 

𑐌 

𑐍 

Except for 𑐀 , each vowel letter is written as a combining sign when it is not initial.

4.4 Vowel Signs

There are 13 dependent vowel signs:
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◌𑐯  

◌ 𑐰  

◌ 𑐱  

◌ 𑐲  

◌ 𑐳  

◌ 𑐴   

◌ 𑐵   

◌ 𑐶   

◌ 𑐷   

◌ 𑐸  

◌ 𑐹  

◌ 𑐺  

◌ 𑐻  

The ◌ 𑐸   , ◌ 𑐹   , ◌𑐺   , ◌𑐻    replace the headstroke of
consonants to which they attach. These signs, as well as ◌𑐯   , are written using contextual
forms when they occur in combination with certain consonants. The conditions and rules governing the
representation of vowel signs are described in Section 4.7.

General category and Indic matra category values are based upon the regular vowel signs, not the contextual
forms (see Section 6.4).

4.5 Vowel Length

Vowel length is indicated by the sign ◌𑐾 , which is named 𑐣𑐲𑐝𑐱 lyaphutī in Newar. This sign
corresponds to Devanagari ◌ः . The sign retains its original function in Sanskrit texts written in the
Newar script (see Section 4.10).

4.6 Consonants

There are 33 consonant letters, known as 𑐤𑐯𑐾 𑐁𑐏𑐾 bāh ̣ ākhah ̣:

𑐎 

𑐏 

𑐐 

𑐑 

𑐒 

𑐓 

𑐔 

𑐕 

𑐖 

𑐗 

𑐘 

𑐙 

𑐚 

𑐛 

𑐜 

𑐝 

𑐞 

𑐟 

𑐠 

𑐡 

𑐢 

𑐣 

𑐤 

𑐥 

𑐦 

𑐧 

𑐨 

𑐩 

𑐪 

𑐫 

𑐬 

𑐭 

𑐮 

Each consonant letter bears the inherent vowel /a/, represented by 𑐀 . The inherent vowel is silenced using
◌ 𑐿 . Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts (see Section 4.8).

4.6.1 Additional Consonantal Forms

There are several letters that are traditionally included as part of the consonant repertoire:  hṅa,  hña, 
hṇa,  hna, hma,  hra,  hla. These are not independent letters, but conjuncts and are to be represented as
such. While the logical base letter in each of these conjuncts is 𑐮 , in modern Newar phonology the clusters
are realized by transposing the order of consonants, for example  hna is pronounced as nha. Despite this
behavior, these conjuncts are to be represented in the logical order, with 𑐮  as the initial consonant. The
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table below shows the character sequences that will correctly render these conjuncts, as well as the output
of transposed sequences:

Expected representation

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐒 >  hṅa

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐗 >  hña

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐜 >  hṇa

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐡 >  hna

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 >  hma

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐨 >  hra

<𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐩 >  hla

Transposed representation

<𑐒 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  ṅha

<𑐗 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  ñha

<𑐜 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  hṇa

<𑐡 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  nha

<𑐦 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  mha

<𑐨 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 > 𑐮 rha

<𑐩 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐮 >  lha

The correct rendering of encoded sequences is crucial for accurately representing historical texts written in
the Newar script, such as Sanskrit manuscripts.

4.6.2 Structure of Consonants

Consonants are classified into two categories based upon their graphical structure: those with a headstroke
(𑐺𑐩𑐟𑐲 moladu ‘headed’) and those without (𑐺𑐩𑐦𑐟𑐲 molamadu ‘headless’). There are 7 letters that do not have
a head-stroke: 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 . When these letters occur in combination
with certain vowel signs, the signs are written using contextual forms (see Section 4.7).

Consonant letters may be further classified based upon the number of edges that touch the head height. The
number of edges determines the form of a letter in a conjunct.

1. Headed letters Consist of two subtypes:

(a) Single edge at head height: 𑐎 , 𑐒 , 𑐓 , 𑐕 , 𑐘 , 𑐚 , 𑐛 , 𑐝 , 𑐟 , 𑐡 , 𑐤
, 𑐣 , 𑐥 , 𑐨 , 𑐩 , 𑐪  𑐮 

(b) Multiple edges at head height: 𑐏 , 𑐑 , 𑐔 , 𑐖 , 𑐢 , 𑐦 , 𑐧 , 𑐬 , 𑐭 

2. Headless letters Consist of two subtypes:

(a) Single edge at head height: 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐫 

(b) Multiple edges at head height: 𑐞 , 𑐠 

4.6.3 Contextual Forms of Consonants

Two letters have contextual forms when they occur in certain consonant-vowel combinations: 𑐥  is
written as ; 𑐮  takes the shape . See Section 4.7 for additional details.
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4.6.4 Variant Forms

The following consonants have attested variant forms, which are to be managed at the font level:

Regular Variant

 𑐐 
 𑐖 
 𑐗 
 𑐨 
 𑐫 

4.7 Consonant-Vowel Combinations

Consonant-vowel (CV) combinations are produced by attaching a dependent-vowel sign to a consonant letter.
Combinations involving certain consonants have additional rendering requirements, as do those involving
certain vowel signs. The cases described below are normal behaviors for the script.

1. ‘Wavy-Headed’ Signs The ◌ 𑐸   , ◌ 𑐹   , ◌𑐺   , ◌𑐻   
have a wavy headstroke as part of their graphical structure. When they attach to a consonant letter that
has a headstroke, the consonant’s headstroke is removed: <𑐎 , ◌ 𑐸   > → <(𑐎→ ), ◌𑐸>
→ 𑐸 ke.

2. Contextual Forms for ‘Headless’ Consonants When a ‘wavy-headed’ vowel sign or   
is written with a ‘headless’ consonant, the vowel sign has a contextual shape. The contextual forms
of   ,   , and    are two-part vowel signs.

Regular Contextual Occurs with

   ◌𑐯 ◌ 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 

   ◌ 𑐸 ◌ 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 

   ◌ 𑐹 ◌  𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 

   ◌ 𑐺 ◌ 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 

   ◌ 𑐻 ◌ 𑐐 , 𑐗 , 𑐙 , 𑐜 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 , 𑐫 

Examples: <𑐐 , ◌𑐯   > → <𑐐, (◌𑐯→◌)> → 𑐐 gā; <𑐐 , ◌ 𑐸   > → <𑐐, (◌ 𑐸
→ ◌)> → 𑐐 ge.

3. Contextual Forms of Other Signs The following vowel signs change shape when they occur in CVs
with particular consonants:

11
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Regular Contextual Occurs with

   ◌ 𑐲 ◌ 𑐐 , 𑐝 , 𑐥 , 𑐫 

4. Contextual Forms of Consonant Letters In addition to the above, the shapes of some consonant letters
are modified before certain vowel signs are attached

Regular Contextual Occurs with

 𑐥  ◌ 𑐲   , ◌ 𑐳   , ◌ 𑐴    ,

◌ 𑐵    , ◌ 𑐶    ,

◌ 𑐷    

 𑐮  ◌ 𑐲   , ◌ 𑐳   , ◌ 𑐴    ,

◌ 𑐵    , ◌ 𑐶    ,

◌ 𑐷    

5. Ligatures The following CV combinations are written as ligatures:

Ligature Encoded Representation

 ju <𑐕 , ◌ 𑐲   >

 jū <𑐕 , ◌ 𑐳   >

 ru <𑐨 , ◌ 𑐲   >

 rū <𑐨 , ◌ 𑐳   >

4.8 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts. Newar conjuncts are written vertically, horizonally, and as
independent ligatures. The orientation of a conjunct is dependent upon the letters that occur in the conjunct.
Conjuncts are represented using condensed, half, post-base, and full forms of letters, as well as independent
ligatures (see Table 1).

Condensed forms are used for writing vertical conjuncts. A condensed form is produced by reducing the
size of a letter’s body. If present, the right descender may also be adjusted vertically depending upon the
position of the letter in the cluster.

Half-forms are used for writing horizontal conjuncts. Half-forms are generally used only for consonants with
right descenders. A half-form is produced by removing the right descender.

Post-base forms are contextual forms of letters that are used only when the letter occurs in a non-initial
position.
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Ci Cni

Cond Half Cond Post

 𑐎  —  —

 𑐏    —

 𑐐    —

 𑐑    —

 𑐒  —  —

 𑐓    —

 𑐔  —  —

 𑐕  —  —

 𑐖    —

 𑐗  —  —

 𑐘  —  —

 𑐙  —  —

 𑐚  —  —

 𑐛  —  —

 𑐜   — 
 𑐝   — 
 𑐞   — 

Ci Cni

Cond Half Cond Post

 𑐟  —  —

 𑐠    —

 𑐡    —

 𑐢    —

 𑐣  —  —

 𑐤    —

 𑐥    —

 𑐦    —

 𑐧    —

 𑐨 —  ,   —

 𑐩    —

 𑐪    —

 𑐫    —

 𑐬    —

 𑐭    —

 𑐮  —  —

Table 1: Various forms of consonant letters in conjuncts. Forms are shown for consonant in initial
(Ci) and non-initial positions (Cni). ‘Cond’ = condensed form; ‘Half’ = half-form; ‘Post’ = post-
base form.
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4.8.1 Conjunct Formation

The general rules for conjunct formation are described below. Additional rules for ‘headless’ letters in
conjuncts are specified in Section 4.8.3.

1. Single edge with descender This pertains to the consonants 𑐎 , 𑐐 , 𑐓 , 𑐜 , 𑐡 , 𑐤 , 𑐨
, 𑐩 , 𑐪 , 𑐫 . These letters join at top and bottom terminals of the descender: <𑐎 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐪
> →  kva; <𑐎 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐘 > →  ktạ; <𑐐 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐨 > →  gra; <𑐫 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐓 > →  śca; <𑐩
, ◌ 𑐿, 𑐩 > →  lla. The letter  has special behavior when it is non-initial (see #5 below).

2. Single edge with no descender This pertains to the consonants 𑐒 , 𑐕 , 𑐔 , 𑐗 , 𑐘 ,
𑐙 , 𑐚 , 𑐛 , 𑐝 , 𑐟 , 𑐣 , 𑐥 , 𑐮 . These letters join to following letters at the
center of the bottom curve: <𑐔 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐨 > →  chra; <𑐗 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐓 > →  ñca. They join to
preceding letters at the top-most edge: <𑐟 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐟 > →  dda. The letters ,  have special
behavior when it is non-initial (see #5 below).

3. Multiple edges with descender This pertains to the consonants 𑐏 , 𑐑 , 𑐖 , 𑐞 , 𑐠 
𑐢 , 𑐦 , 𑐧 , 𑐬 , 𑐭 . These letters join to following letters at the bottom terminal of the right
descender: <𑐦 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐤 > →  mba, <𑐦 , ◌ 𑐿,𑐗 > →  mña. They join to preceding letters at
the top edge of the lowered left descender: <𑐩 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 >→  ; <𑐩 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐧 >→  lya; <𑐗
, ◌ 𑐿, 𑐖 > →  ñjha; <𑐦 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐧 > →  mya; <𑐭 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐢 > →  spa; <𑐭 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 > →
 sma. These letters have special behaviors when they occur in conjuncts with ‘headless’ letters (see
Section 4.8.3).

4. Independent Ligatures Some consonant sequences are depicted as independent conjuncts, in which
the constituent letters are not distinct:

Sequence Ligature

<𑐎 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐬 > →  ksạ

<𑐕 , ◌ 𑐿,𑐗 > →  jña

<𑐝 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐝 > →  tta

5. Exceptions Certain consonants have other shaping behaviors when they occur in conjuncts:

(a) 𑐎  When Ci,  takes the shape . When followed by a consonant with two descenders, 
is written ‘around’ the condensed form of the letter, with the right ‘arm’ of  extending through
the following letter: <𑐎 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 > → (, ◌ 𑐿, ) →  kma.

(b) 𑐕  When Ci,  is written as : 𑐕 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐪  →  jva. When followed by a consonant with
two descenders,  is written ‘around’ the condensed form of the letter, with the right ‘arm’ of
 extending through the following letter: <𑐕 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 > → (, ◌ 𑐿, ) →  jma.

(c) 𑐜  When Cni,  is represented using the form ◌, eg. <𑐬 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐜 > →  ṣṇa.

(d) 𑐝  When  is Ci its normal shape is  ◌. When it occurs before 𑐎  and 𑐭  it is written
as  ◌, eg. 𑐝 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐭  =  𑐭 tsa. When it is non-initial in a conjunct, it is written as ◌: 𑐡 , ◌𑐿,
𑐝  = 𑐡 nta.

(e) 𑐞  When  is Cni, it is represented using the form ◌ , eg. 𑐭 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐞 →  stha.
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(f) 𑐨  The normal behavior of  as Ci is the half form ◌. In certain environments, such as
words of Sanskrit origin  is written as ◌ . The repha is represented as <𑐨 , ◌ 𑐿 ,
>, as is the convention in Devanagari.

(g) 𑐮  When  is Ci it is written as the half form . Non-initial letters are written within the
lower left curve of the half form. When followed by a consonant with two descenders,  is
written ‘around’ the condensed form of the letter, with the right ‘arm’ of  extending through
the following letter: 𑐮 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐦 → (, ◌ 𑐿, ) →  hma.

4.8.2 Orientation

Although the current preference is for producing vertical conjuncts, horizontal representations are attested
in manuscripts. The multiple representations usually occur with letters that have right descenders, eg. <𑐡
, ◌ 𑐿, 𑐟 > may be written as  and 𑐟 . Conjuncts may also be written horizontally when clusters contain
more than two consonants, eg. <𑐡 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐟 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐨 > is written as 𑐟 ndra.

4.8.3 Shaping Rules for ‘Headless’ Consonants

When a ‘headless’ letter is followed by a ‘headed’ letter that has multiple edges at the head-height, the head-
stroke of the letter is removed and replaced by a short diagonal stroke (svāputi) that connects the two letters.
This stroke extends from the right top edge of the ‘headless’ letter and connects to the ‘headed’ letter at a
position at 3/4 of the height of the right descender. This behavior occurs with the following ‘headed’ letters
𑐏 , 𑐑 , 𑐖 , 𑐢 , 𑐦 , 𑐭 , 𑐬 , 𑐧 . For example, <𑐐 , ◌ 𑐿, 𑐧 > →  gya; <𑐠 , ◌𑐿, 𑐦
> →  dhma;

The use of contextual forms of vowel signs with ‘headless’ letters is discussed in Section 4.7. The same
rules for these signs pertain to ‘headless’ letters when they appear as the base letter in conjuncts.

4.8.4 Rendering of Conjuncts

It is expected that a basic Newar font will contain the necessary glyphs for representing conjuncts. A conso-
nant cluster is depicted with the appropriate conjunct glyph only if such a glyph is available in the font. If the
conjunct glyph is unavailable, the bare consonants in the cluster are depicted using their full forms combined
with a visible . While these depictions of conjuncts may not be used in Newar orthography, they are
necessary for the representation of the script in plain text.

4.9 Nasalization

Nasalization is indicated using two signs:

1. ◌ 𑐼  The candrabindu represents a ‘short’ nasal. It is known inNewar as 𑐰𑐦𑐩𑐯𑐢𑐲𑐝𑐱milāputī.
The variant form ◌ is attested.

2. ◌ 𑐽  The anusvāra represents a ‘long’ nasal’. In Newar it is called 𑐰𑐭𑐢𑐲𑐝𑐱 sinhaputī. The
variant form ◌ is also attested.

Other nasalization signs are used in Newar manuscripts; however, further research is required in order to
describe their usage (see Section 5).
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4.10 Signs for Sanskrit

1. ◌𑐾  This sign represents an allophone of 𑐨  or 𑐭  at word-final position in Sanskrit
orthography. The variant forms ◌ and ◌ are attested. The  is also used for marking vowel
lengthening (see Section 4.5).

2. 𑑀  This sign is used for marking the elision of word-initial 𑐀 a in Sanskrit as a result of
sandhi when the preceding word ends with the vowels 𑐊  or 𑐌 . The variant form  is attested.

4.11 Invocations

The following characters are used as invocations:

1. 𑑁  This sign represents the sacred syllable oṃ. It is also written literally using the sequence <,
> as 𑐌𑐼.

2. 𑑂  This sign represents the Sanskrit invocation िसि र तु siddhirastu. In Newar it is called 𑐰𑐥𑐡
𑐁𑐨 bhin ārambha. It is often written with 𑑁 , eg. 𑑂𑑁. The sign corresponds to āñjī characters
in related scripts such as  Bengali, 𑒀 +11480  , ꫲ +AAF2   . It
represents the aṅkuśa “goad” of the Hindu deity Gaṇeśa.

3. 𑑃  This sign represents the Sanskrit benediction 𑐰𑐭 / वि त svasti.

4.12 Digits

Newar has a full set of decimal digits: 𑑐 , 𑑑 , 𑑒 , 𑑓 , 𑑔 , 𑑕 , 𑑖 , 𑑗 , 𑑘
, 𑑙 .

4.13 Punctuation

Several forms of punctuation are used:

1. 𑑄  and 𑑅   The ends of sentences and larger text blocks are indicated with 𑑄
 and 𑑅  . Newar names for these characters are 𑐟𑐱𑐢𑐲 𑐓𑐱 dīpu cīnha and 𑐡𑐱𑐠 𑐟𑐱𑐢𑐲
𑐓𑐱 nīdho dīpu cīnha, respectively. The daṇḍā-s have several variant forms, eg.  and , etc. The
distinct appearance of Newar daṇḍā-s and the existence of variant forms requires that these characters
be encoded separately.

2. 𑑈    The    is used in manuscripts for indicating a word break at
the end of line. Its function is similar to that of a hyphen. It has several variant forms, such as  and .
Other forms are shown in Figure 32.

3. 𑑆  TheNewar  is used as a phrase separator. It is attested in inscriptions andmanuscripts.

4. 𑑇   The Newar   is used for indicating the end of longer portions of text. It is
attested in several manuscripts. It is similar to the Bengali-like anusvāra  that is also attested for
representing nasals (see Section 5 item #1).

5. Word Separator A middle dot is often used in manuscripts for indicating word boundaries. This
character may be written using the already encoded · +00B7  .
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4.14 Linebreaking

Linebreaking follows the rules for Devanagari (see Section 6.2).

4.15 Collation

The primary collating order for Newar is as follows:

𑐀  < 𑐁  < 𑐂  < 𑐃  < 𑐄  < 𑐅  < 𑐆   <

𑐇   < 𑐈   < 𑐉   < 𑐊  < 𑐋  < 𑐌  <

𑐍  < 𑐎  < 𑐏  < 𑐐  < 𑐑  < 𑐒  < 𑐓  < 𑐔  <

𑐕  < 𑐖  < 𑐗  < 𑐘  < 𑐙  < 𑐚  < 𑐛  <

𑐜  < 𑐝  < 𑐞  < 𑐟  < 𑐠  < 𑐡  < 𑐢  < 𑐣  <

𑐤  < 𑐥  < 𑐦  < 𑐧  < 𑐨  < 𑐩  < 𑐪  < 𑐫  <

𑐬  < 𑐭  < 𑐮  < ◌𑐯   < ◌𑐰   < ◌𑐱   < ◌ 𑐲   <

◌ 𑐳   < ◌ 𑐴    < ◌ 𑐵    < ◌ 𑐶    <

◌ 𑐷    < ◌ 𑐸   < ◌ 𑐹   < ◌𑐺   < ◌𑐻  

The following characters have secondary weights: ◌ 𑐼 , ◌ 𑐽 , ◌𑐾 , ◌ 𑐿 .

5 Characters Not Proposed

The intent of this proposal is to encode a core set of Newar characters. There are several signs and symbols
found in Newar manuscripts, which are supplementary characters. Some of these characters are described
below, along with the rationale for excluding them from encoding at present.

1. Nasal Signs The character  is used in several manuscripts as a nasalization sign. It is also written as
◌, which corresponds to the Bengali . This character resembles the 𑑇   described
in Section 4.13.

2. ‘Letter-Numerals’ A system of numeric notation using letter-like characters instead of regular digits
are used in several Old Newar manuscripts. These are called ‘letter-numbers’. Distinct numbers are
attested for the units (1–9), tens (10–90), and the hundreds up to 400. Examples of these letter-numbers
are shown in Figure 34. There are several variants, but there is an underlying structure that unites these
various forms, so it may be possible to develop a unified encoding for these numbers. At least 27 code
points should be reserved for encoding a set of Newar ‘letter-numerals’.

3. Invocations Several invocations are used at the beginning of Newar manuscripts (see Figure 32).
These include characters such as,÷,ø,ù, etc. At present, only , , and  are proposed
for encoding (see Section 4.11); others require additional research in order to determine if they are
variants of proposed characters or distinct characters.

4. Editorial Marks Various editorial marks used in manuscripts for indicating the addition and deletion
of text, eg.  kākapada. Several such characters are shown in Figure 32. Additional research is
required in order to determine if these are Newar-specific marks or if there is a possibility of unifying
them with other similar characters already encoded in the UCS.
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5. Ornaments Manuscripts contain several ornaments and other flourishes that are used at the ends
of text sections and at the end of document, eg. , , , , . Others are shown in Figure 33).
Additional research is required in order to determine the suitability or necessity of encoding them as
distinct characters.

6. Musical Symbols Several symbols are used in Bajanbol manuscripts for music notation (see figure
11). Marks used for indicating rests of various lengths for drums include , , , , , , 
(Lienhard 1988: 142–143). Other symbols are , , , . Additional research is required in order to
determine the number of such marks, their meanings, and the status of their usage.

7. Vowels The sign ◌ has been proposed as the character *   by some Newar users as a
new addition to the script for representing the vowel /æ/ (see Figure 35). The vowel exists in Newar,
but there is no distinct sign for it in the Newar, Devanagari, or any other script. Additional input from
the user community and is required for gauging the necessity of such a new vowel sign.

6 Character Data

6.1 Character Properties

The properties for Newar in the Unicode Character Database format are:

11400;NEWAR LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11401;NEWAR LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11402;NEWAR LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11403;NEWAR LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11404;NEWAR LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11405;NEWAR LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11406;NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11407;NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC RR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11408;NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11409;NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC LL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140A;NEWAR LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140B;NEWAR LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140C;NEWAR LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140D;NEWAR LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140E;NEWAR LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1140F;NEWAR LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11410;NEWAR LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11411;NEWAR LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11412;NEWAR LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11413;NEWAR LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11414;NEWAR LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11415;NEWAR LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11416;NEWAR LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11417;NEWAR LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11418;NEWAR LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11419;NEWAR LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141A;NEWAR LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141B;NEWAR LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141C;NEWAR LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141D;NEWAR LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141E;NEWAR LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1141F;NEWAR LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11420;NEWAR LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11421;NEWAR LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11422;NEWAR LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11423;NEWAR LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11424;NEWAR LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11425;NEWAR LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11426;NEWAR LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11427;NEWAR LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11428;NEWAR LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11429;NEWAR LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142A;NEWAR LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142B;NEWAR LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142C;NEWAR LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142D;NEWAR LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142E;NEWAR LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1142F;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11430;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11431;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11432;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11433;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11434;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11435;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11436;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11437;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11438;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11439;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1143A;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1143B;NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1143C;NEWAR SIGN CANDRABINDU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1143D;NEWAR SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1143E;NEWAR SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1143F;NEWAR SIGN VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11440;NEWAR SIGN AVAGRAHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11441;NEWAR OM;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11442;NEWAR ANJI;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11443;NEWAR SVASTI;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11444;NEWAR DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11445;NEWAR DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11446;NEWAR COMMA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11447;NEWAR FULL STOP;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11448;NEWAR PADA SANDHI MARK;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11450;NEWAR DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11451;NEWAR DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11452;NEWAR DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11453;NEWAR DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11454;NEWAR DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11455;NEWAR DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11456;NEWAR DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11457;NEWAR DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11458;NEWAR DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11459;NEWAR DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;

6.2 Linebreaking

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11400..1142E; AL # LETTER A .. LETTER HA
1142F..1143F; CM # SIGN AA .. SIGN VIRAMA
11440..11443; AL # SIGN AVAGRAHA .. SVASTI
11444..11448; BA # DANDA .. PADA SANDHI MARK
11450..11459; NU # DIGIT ZERO .. DIGIT NINE
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6.3 Syllabic Categories

Syllabic categories given in the data format of IndicSyllabicCategory.txt:

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Bindu
1143C..1143D ; Bindu # Mn [2] SIGN CANDRABINDU .. SIGN ANUSVARA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Visarga
1143E ; Visarga # Mc SIGN VISARGA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Avagraha
11440 ; Avagraha # Lo SIGN AVAGRAHA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama
1143F ; Virama # Mn SIGN VIRAMA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent
11400..1140D ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [14] LETTER A .. LETTER AU

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Dependent
1142F..11431 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [3] VOWEL SIGN AA .. VOWEL SIGN II
11432..11439 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [8] VOWEL SIGN U .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
1143A..1143B ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [2] VOWEL SIGN O .. VOWEL SIGN AU

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant
1140E..1142E ; Consonant # Lo [33] LETTER KA .. LETTER HA

6.4 Matra Categories

Matra categories given in the data format of IndicMatraCategory.txt:

# Indic_Matra_Category=Right
1142F ; Right # Mc VOWEL SIGN AA
11431 ; Right # Mc VOWEL SIGN II

# Indic_Matra_Category=Left
11430 ; Left # Mc VOWEL SIGN I

# Indic_Matra_Category=Top
11438..11439 ; Top # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN E .. VOWEL SIGN AI

# Indic_Matra_Category=Top_And_Right
1143A..1143B ; Top_And_Right # Mc [2] VOWEL SIGN 0 .. VOWEL SIGN AU

# Indic_Matra_Category=Bottom
11432..11437 ; Bottom # Mn [6] VOWEL SIGN U .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
1143F ; Bottom # Mn SIGN VIRAMA

6.5 ‘Confusable’ Characters

Several Newar characters are similar to those of Devanagari, Bengali, and other modern Indic scripts. ‘Con-
fusion’ data for these similarities are provided below:

11400 NEWAR LETTER A ; 0985 BENGALI LETTER A
11401 NEWAR LETTER AA ; 0986 BENGALI LETTER AA
11404 NEWAR LETTER U ; 0909 DEVANAGARI LETTER U
11405 NEWAR LETTER UU ; 090A DEVANAGARI LETTER UU
1140E NEWAR LETTER KA ; 0915 DEVANAGARI LETTER KA
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1140F NEWAR LETTER KHA ; 0916 DEVANAGARI LETTER KHA
11410 NEWAR LETTER GA ; 0997 BENGALI LETTER GA
11411 NEWAR LETTER GHA ; 0918 DEVANAGARI LETTER GHA
11415 NEWAR LETTER JA ; 099C BENGALI LETTER JA
11416 NEWAR LETTER JHA ; 11497 TIRHUTA LETTER JHA
11417 NEWAR LETTER NYA ; 099E BENGALI LETTER NYA
11419 NEWAR LETTER TTHA ; 1119C SHARADA LETTER TTHA
1141C NEWAR LETTER NNA ; 1149D TIRHUTA LETTER NNA
1141E NEWAR LETTER THA ; 0925 DEVANAGARI LETTER THA
1141F NEWAR LETTER DA ; 0926 DEVANAGARI LETTER DA
11420 NEWAR LETTER DHA ; 0927 DEVANAGARI LETTER DHA
11421 NEWAR LETTER NA ; 0928 DEVANAGARI LETTER NA
11422 NEWAR LETTER PA ; 092A DEVANAGARI LETTER PA
11424 NEWAR LETTER BA ; 0935 DEVANAGARI LETTER VA
11426 NEWAR LETTER MA ; 092E DEVANAGARI LETTER MA
11427 NEWAR LETTER YA ; 092F DEVANAGARI LETTER YA
11429 NEWAR LETTER LA ; 0932 DEVANAGARI LETTER LA
1142A NEWAR LETTER VA ; 0935 DEVANAGARI LETTER VA
1142C NEWAR LETTER SSA ; 0937 DEVANAGARI LETTER SSA
1142D NEWAR LETTER SA ; 0938 DEVANAGARI LETTER SA
1142E NEWAR LETTER HA ; 0939 DEVANAGARI LETTER HA
1142F NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AA ; 093E DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN AA
11430 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN I ; 093F DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN I
11431 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN II ; 0940 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN II
11432 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN U ; 09C1 BENGALI VOWEL SIGN U
11433 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN UU ; 09C2 BENGALI VOWEL SIGN UU
11434 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R ; 0943 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11435 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR ; 0944 DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
1143C NEWAR SIGN CANDRABINDU ; 0F82 TIBETAN SIGN NYI ZLA NAA DA
1143D NEWAR SIGN ANUSVARA ; 114C0 TIRHUTA SIGN ANUSVARA
1143F NEWAR SIGN VIRAMA ; 094D DEVANAGARI SIGN VIRAMA
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Figure 1: Proposed code chart for Newar.
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11459Newar11400

Various signs
1143C $ 𑐼 NEWAR SIGN CANDRABINDU

= milaphuti
1143D $ 𑐽 NEWAR SIGN ANUSVARA

= sinhaphuti
1143E $𑐾 NEWAR SIGN VISARGA

• Also used for marking vowel length
= lyaphuti

1143F $ 𑐿 NEWAR SIGN VIRAMA
= tutipala, halant

Additions for Sanskrit
11440 𑑀 NEWAR SIGN AVAGRAHA

Invocation signs
11441 𑑁 NEWAR OM
11442 𑑂 NEWAR ANJI

• Written at the beginning of a text
• Represents Sanskrit “siddhirastu”
= bhin arambha, siddhi

11443 𑑃 NEWAR SVASTI

Punctuation
11444 𑑄 NEWAR DANDA

= dipu cinha
11445 𑑅 NEWAR DOUBLE DANDA

= nidho dipu cinha
11446 𑑆 NEWAR COMMA

• Phrase separator
11447 𑑇 NEWAR FULL STOP

• Indicates end of text section
11448 𑑈 NEWAR PADA SANDHI MARK

• Indicates word break at end of line

Digits
11450 𑑐 NEWAR DIGIT ZERO
11451 𑑑 NEWAR DIGIT ONE
11452 𑑒 NEWAR DIGIT TWO
11453 𑑓 NEWAR DIGIT THREE
11454 𑑔 NEWAR DIGIT FOUR
11455 𑑕 NEWAR DIGIT FIVE
11456 𑑖 NEWAR DIGIT SIX
11457 𑑗 NEWAR DIGIT SEVEN
11458 𑑘 NEWAR DIGIT EIGHT
11459 𑑙 NEWAR DIGIT NINE

The script is also known as 'Nepal Lipi', 'Prachalit Lipi', 'Newah
Akhah', and 'Newari'.

Independent vowels
11400 𑐀 NEWAR LETTER A
11401 𑐁 NEWAR LETTER AA
11402 𑐂 NEWAR LETTER I
11403 𑐃 NEWAR LETTER II
11404 𑐄 NEWAR LETTER U
11405 𑐅 NEWAR LETTER UU
11406 𑐆 NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC R
11407 𑐇 NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC RR
11408 𑐈 NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC L
11409 𑐉 NEWAR LETTER VOCALIC LL
1140A 𑐊 NEWAR LETTER E
1140B 𑐋 NEWAR LETTER AI
1140C 𑐌 NEWAR LETTER O
1140D 𑐍 NEWAR LETTER AU

Consonants
1140E 𑐎 NEWAR LETTER KA
1140F 𑐏 NEWAR LETTER KHA
11410 𑐐 NEWAR LETTER GA
11411 𑐑 NEWAR LETTER GHA
11412 𑐒 NEWAR LETTER NGA
11413 𑐓 NEWAR LETTER CA
11414 𑐔 NEWAR LETTER CHA
11415 𑐕 NEWAR LETTER JA
11416 𑐖 NEWAR LETTER JHA
11417 𑐗 NEWAR LETTER NYA
11418 𑐘 NEWAR LETTER TTA
11419 𑐙 NEWAR LETTER TTHA
1141A 𑐚 NEWAR LETTER DDA
1141B 𑐛 NEWAR LETTER DDHA
1141C 𑐜 NEWAR LETTER NNA
1141D 𑐝 NEWAR LETTER TA
1141E 𑐞 NEWAR LETTER THA
1141F 𑐟 NEWAR LETTER DA
11420 𑐠 NEWAR LETTER DHA
11421 𑐡 NEWAR LETTER NA
11422 𑐢 NEWAR LETTER PA
11423 𑐣 NEWAR LETTER PHA
11424 𑐤 NEWAR LETTER BA
11425 𑐥 NEWAR LETTER BHA
11426 𑐦 NEWAR LETTER MA
11427 𑐧 NEWAR LETTER YA
11428 𑐨 NEWAR LETTER RA
11429 𑐩 NEWAR LETTER LA
1142A 𑐪 NEWAR LETTER VA
1142B 𑐫 NEWAR LETTER SHA
1142C 𑐬 NEWAR LETTER SSA
1142D 𑐭 NEWAR LETTER SA
1142E 𑐮 NEWAR LETTER HA

Dependent vowel signs
1142F $𑐯 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AA
11430 $ 𑐰 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN I
11431 $ 𑐱 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN II
11432 $ 𑐲 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN U
11433 $ 𑐳 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN UU
11434 $ 𑐴 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11435 $ 𑐵 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
11436 $ 𑐶 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11437 $ 𑐷 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
11438 $ 𑐸 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN E
11439 $ 𑐹 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AI
1143A $ 𑐺 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN O
1143B $ 𑐻 NEWAR VOWEL SIGN AU

Figure 2: Proposed names list for Newar.
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Figure 4: An 18th century Newar inscription at Sunko Dhoka at Durbar Square, Bhaktapur. Photo
courtesy of Adam Holloway.
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Obverse Reverse

Figure 5: A silver quarter tanka of Bhupatindra Malla from 1696 ( 816). The reverse reads, 𑐱 𑐱
𑐕𑐧 𑐳𑐢𑐝𑐱 𑐽 𑐦 𑐸𑐪. It bears the date 𑑘𑑑𑑖 816.

Obverse Reverse

Figure 6: A silver half mohar of Jaya Prakash Malla from 1753 ( 873). The observe reads,
clockwise, 𑐱𑑒 𑐕𑐧 𑐎𑐯𑐫 𑐦. The inscription is continued on the reverse: 𑐸𑐪. It bears the date 𑑘𑑗𑑓
873.
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Figure 9: Examples of kūṭākṣara “monogram” in the Newar script (from Rajbanshi 1974: Plate
80). These examples show two forms of .
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Figure 10: Folios of a manuscript showing the use of kūṭākṣara-s in running text (from Lienhard
1988: Plate IX). 32
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Figure 11: Folios of a bājanabol manuscript written in Newar (from Lienhard 1988: Plate X). The
musical notation symbols shown in the folios are discussed in Section 5, item #6.
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Figure 12: Specimen of ‘Newari’ from the Linguistic Survey of India (from Grierson 1909: 221).
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- ¬g/]z¬aL¬/ zF¬S - g]¬kf ¬̄of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t ¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ 
cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬df¬G¬tf ¬aL¬df¯u’ ¬dfu ¬Ì¬aA¬of ¬rA+u’ cf¬kf¬¬n+ 
OL ¬bo]w‘+¬s¬n.zF¬x ¬Á¬Á¬t¬o\u’ ¬%u” ¬ef¬if, ¬%u” ¬;+¬̈ !l¬t¬of 
¬gLl¬t¬of ¬sf¬/)+ g]¬kf¯¬of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t ¬Ìf¬an]+ x] 
¬p¬t\¬kL¬¬*¬g¬o\ ¬nf¬gf¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.¬%u” O¬n¬¬o\ g]¬kf ¬̄of cflw¬sf¬/
L¬s ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬df¬G¬tf ¬bo]w‘+¬s•u’ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t ¬/f)F¬t¬o\u’ 
¬h¬xf¬gL¬of zF¬;¬go] ¬¬t¬gf x] ¬jg] w‘+¬s•u’ ¬v¯.g]¬jf¯ ¬ef¬;+ 
¬gA¬jfOl¬k¬̂  h]¬n g]¬n¬of ¬;=¬hf¬o l¬n;_+ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t l¬tly 
¬‰¬nf¬t¯u’, g]¬kf¬n¬ef¬if+ ¬rA¬of¬t¯u’ ¬%–+ ¬g+ ¬¬EA+¬of¬t c¬bf¬n¬t+ 
¬df¬¬G¬tf ¬d¬aLu’ l¬g){¬o ¬;f¬¬a{¬hl¬g¬s ¬Â;_l¬n+ g]¬kf¬n¬ef¬if 
¬j g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬/”¬k+ c¬ˆ x] 
¬Âu’ ¬v¯.¬t¬/ cªy ¬¬v ¬̄;f+ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of l¬tlyl¬dl¬t 

g]¬kf¯l¬d¬t¬o\u’ ¬hL¬j¬¬g¬o\ cl¬e¬¢¬/”¬k+ ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬o\ ¬¬jo]w‘+¬s•u’ 
¬sf¬/)+ y‘l¬s¬of ¬k?o›u¬of¬t ¬;¬/¬sf¬/L cfb]z+ ¬h¬s ¬kg] 
¬d¬$‘¬t.g]¬kf¯l¬d¬t¬o\u’ ¬;f¬dfl¬h¬s, wFl¬d{¬s l¬/l¬tlyl¬t ¬j 
¬;+¬̈ f¬/ yAx] l¬tly¬of l¬nw+¬¬;f¬o\ ¬nfu’ ¬ÁOu’ ¬sf¬/)+ ¬;‘¬;‘¬Ç 
¬/”¬k+ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of l¬tly ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬¬o\ ¬j¬of x] ¬rA¬g.
 ¬d‘¬n‘¬s¬o\ ¬j¯u’ cg]¬s ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s ¬kl¬/¬j¬t{¬g+ g]¬kf¬n 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬df¬G¬tf¬of¬t l¬jªz¬i l¬¿l¬tO Y+¬sf¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.¬k+¬rf¬o¬t 
¬sf¬nL¬g O¬n¬o\ g]¬kf¬¬n¬ef¬if ¬d+¬sf ¬̄v¬n ¬̄of u&¬g ¬j ¬Ñ•¬b= 
l¬e+¬t’¬gf cfÊ›¬n¬g+ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬af/] ¬®f¬k¬s ¬r¬rf{¬o\ 
¬xo]¬t ¬;¬$¬n ¬Á¬n.g]¬kf ¬̄of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t 
x] ¬bo]¬s ¬bo]¬s+ l¬jb]zL ¬;+¬j¬t l¬a¬Ã¬d ¬;+¬¬j¬t¬of ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬of 
cf¬jZ¬s¬tf ¬d¬b‘ w¬ofu’ cl¬e¬of¬g+ l¬t¬a?¬¬tf ¬sf¯u’ ¬v¯.

g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t 1110 ¬of ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s ¬kl¬/¬j¬¬t{¬g+ ¬d‘¬n‘¬¬s¬o\ 
¬a¬x‘¬bl¬n¬o ¬®¬j¬¿f ¬¿f¬k¬gf ¬of¬t.yA ¬kl¬/¬j¬t{¬g+ g]¬kf¬n 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of cfÊ›¬n¬g¬of¬t l¬t¬a¯ ¬®”u’ ¬vg]¬b‘.g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of 
¬Ñ•¬b= ¬s–¬Ñ– g]¬kf¬n¬ef¬if ¬d+¬sf¯ ¬v¬n¬s+ ¬b=¬o\¬b¬;+ ¬of¬gf¬j¬¬of ¬rA+u’ 
¬Ñ•¬b= l¬e+¬t’¬¬gf ¬;f+¬̈ !l¬t¬s ¬Á¬n‘¬;¬o\ ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s g]¬tf ¬nuF¬o¬t 
¬k?wF¬g¬d¬̂ ?L x] ¬d”¬kf¬xf= ¬Á¬of¯ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of cfÊ›¬n¬g¬of¬t 
l¬g¬â¬i{¬o\ Y+s_¬t l¬t¬a¯ ¬®”u’ ¬vg]¬b‘.
 g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬af/] ¬b¬of¬rA+u’ cg]¬s l¬j¬af¬b ¬j y‘u’ 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬k?ª)¬tf z+¬vw¬/ ¬;f¬vAf ¬̄of ¬af/] c¬g‘¬;úF¬g ¬j 

cW¬o¬g ¬ÁO¬df¯u’ ¬v=¬o\ ¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ cf ¬̄t¬s ¬k¬nf¯ ¬Ìf¬sf¬¬x¯u’ 
¬vg]¬d¬b‘.¬v¬o\¬t¬nf g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬k?ª)¬tf z+¬vw¬/ 
¬;f¬vAf ¬̄of¬t ¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ ¬/fl¬¬‹|¬o l¬¬a¬¬E”l¬t #›¬i)F ¬of¬gf¯ g]¬kf¬n 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t y¬k ¬df¬G¬tf ¬aL¬t ¬:Ā u’ ¬vg]¬b‘.¬t¬/ yA l¬j¬i¬o 
u¬x¬g cW¬o¬g¬of ¬Hf ¬;¬/¬s¬f¬/ ¬kfv_+ ¬Ìf¬s•u’ ¬vg]¬d¬b‘.
 g]¬kf ¬̄of ¬$‘¬£+ x] ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s ¬kf¬¬̂ L{ ¬j y‘l¬d g]¬tf¬t¬o\¬;+ 
g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬Ñ•¬b=¬s–¬Ñ– l¬e+¬t’¬gf ¬;Ê_z ¬aLu’ ¬of¯.cn] 
¬pu’ ¬¬;Ê_z¬o\ g]¬kf¯¬of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of 
cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬‰¬n¬f¬a‘¬nf g]¬kf¯ ¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ ¬ofo]¬df¯ w¬ofu’ 
¬dfu ¬g+ ¬Ì¬aAo]u’ ¬of¯.¬t¬/ y‘l¬k+ x] ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s ¬kf¬̂ L{¬t  
¬;¬$¬¬n ¬Á¬¬nwF ¬̄;f y¯l¬kl¬gu’ wF¬k” ¬j ¬df¬G¬tf¬of¬t ¬Ìf¬an]+ 

¬nĀ ¬d+s_u’ ¬of¬gf¬j¬of ¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.
 g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬of¬t ¬s¬of¯ 
¬Ñf¬kf¬of ¬k?wF¬g¬d¬ˆ?L lul¬/¬hf ¬k?¬;f¬b s›O¬/f¬nf+ y¯ 
¬k?wF¬g¬d¬̂ ?L¬of ¬Hf¬s• ¬b‘g] g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of l¬tly l¬gl¬¬h ¬sy+ 

yA ¬®¬a¬xfl¬/¬s¬tf¬of¬t l¬xn]¬d¬$‘¬¬t.g]¬kf¯ ¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ g]¬kf¬n 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of cW¬o¬g ¬sf¬o{¬b¬n l¬g¬:Ag]u’ #›¬i)F ¬g+ ¬of¯u’ 
¬v¯.¬t¬/ ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s l¬v¬rf¬tf¬gL¬of ¬sf¬/)+ ul¬¬t¬nf¯u’ 
¬sf¬o{¬b¬n l¬g¬:Ag]¬t ¬;¬$¬n ¬ÁO¬d¬$‘¬¬t.¬%u” O¬n¬o\ ¬:A¬nf¬of 

¬Df¬b ¬t¬of¯ ¬%u” ¬sf¬o{¬b¬n l¬g¬:Ag]¬t ¬Hf ¬Âu’ ¬¬v ¬̄;f+ y‘u’ 
¬sf¬o{¬b¬n+ a}&¬s¬o\ ¬h¬s l¬;l¬d¬t ¬Á¬n.OL ¬$‘Ow‘+¬sf¯ 
¬;¬/¬sf¬/+ yA ¬¬sf¬o{¬¬b¬n¬of ¬Df¬b ¬tg]u’ ¬j ¬Hf ¬Ìfs_u’ ªzF¬¬r 
¬t¬s+ l¬k¬t¬d¬¬x¬n.
 g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t g]¬kf ¬̄of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t ¬v¯.yA ¬%¬ê 
¬;fwF¬/) ¬d¬v‘¬v+ cf¬¬d ¬h¬g¬tf¬of ¬e¬nfO¬of l¬gl¬t+ l¬g¬:A+u’ 
¬;+¬j¬t ¬v¯ w¬¬ofu’ ¬v=¬o\ ¬$‘¬£+ x] l¬a¬! ¬d¬g”¬t¬o\u’ ¬%u” x] wF¬k” 
¬b‘.¬t¬/ cªy ¬v ¬̄;f+ y‘l¬s¬of ¬cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬j ¬;¬/¬sf¬/L 
¬/”¬k+ ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬o\ ¬jo]¬$¬of ¬rA+u’ ¬d¬b‘.¬/f)F ¬k?wF¬g¬d¬¬̂ ?L ¬r¬Ê? 
z¬d\ªz¬/+ y¯u’ ¬k?zF¬;l¬g¬s ¬;¬x¬¬h¬tf¬of l¬gl¬t+ ¬ef¬/¬t¬of 
¬%u” ¬k?f¬̂ ¬¬o\ ¬rn] ¬Á¬of¬rA+u’ l¬¬¬j¬Ã¬d ¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t ¬k?zF¬;l¬g¬s 
¬/”¬k+ ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬o\ ¬x¯u’ ¬v¯.¬t¬/ ¬d‘¬n‘¬s¬o\ ¬¬/f)F zF¬;¬g¬of 

¬k?¬rl¬n¬t g]¬kf¬n l¬nl¬k¬of ¬n¬o\k™ LIPI PAU
Prachalit Nepal Script Month-

- k]¬h 8

¬*f ¬;Lu$]¬* 
¬nL¬g¬xf¬*{¬of 

g]¬jf¬/LuL¬tL¬dŸ¬/L
- k]¬h  5

Ol¬x¬kf l¬n¬kf 
n›¬s+¬¥f¯l¬k+ 
l¬x/›¬¬gL¬t

¬Ñ•¬b= ¬j l¬s¬hf¬k‘¬hf¬of l¬g+l¬t+ ¬;f¬j{¬hl¬g¬s l¬a¬bf¬of ¬dfu ¬of;_+ ¬k?wF¬g¬d¬ˆ?L ¬dfw¬j¬s–¬df¬/ g]¬kf¬n¬ofyF¬o\ ¬j+u’ *_l¬nªuz¬g ¬k‘¬r¯ .

g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t\ ¬¬j ¬;¬/¬¬sf¬/ 
c¬ˆ, zF¬x ¬Á¬Á¬of c¬ˆl¬n;]+ ¬d‘¬n‘¬s ¬;+¬#L¬o n›¬s¬tfl¬ˆ?¬s 
u)¬t¬ˆ? w¬sf¯ #›¬i)F ¬ÁO w‘+¬sf¯ ¬g+ g]¬kf¯¬of d™l¬n¬s 
¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t ¬/f¬H+ cflw¬sfl¬/¬s ¬;+¬j¬t w¬sf¯ ¬gf¬nf¬s¬of¯ 
¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬o\ ¬d¬¬x¯u’¬of¬t ¬/f¬‹|¬ ¬k?l¬t¬of u+¬eL¬/ cfwF¬/ 
¬of¬gf¬rA+u’ ¬v=¬o\ z+¬sf ¬d¬b‘.
 g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of cfÊ›¬g¬of¬t b]¬o\¬of ¬k?¬d‘¬v ¬/f¬hg}l¬t¬s 
¬kf¬̂ L{¬t¬o\¬;+ yA cfÊ›¬n¬o¬¬g¬o\ ¬;+¬¬nu\¬g ¬Á¬of¬rA+l¬k+ ¬d¬g”¬t¬o\u’ 
¬df¬gl¬;¬s ¬j ¬ef¬j¬gf¬ø¬s ªzF¬i) ¬ofo]u’ ¬Hf ¬g+ ¬of¬gf¬rA+u’ 
¬vg]¬b‘.g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬¬t ¬/f¬‹|¬of x] ¬;+¬j¬t ¬v ¬̄;f+ y‘l¬s¬of 
cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬df¬G¬tf ¬k?f¬ÇL¬of l¬gl¬t+ g]¬jf ¬̄t ¬¬a¬x‘¬;+¬V¬s 
¬/”¬k+ ¬Ìl¬r¬¬nf ¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.g]¬kf¯ ¬b‘g] g]¬jf ¬̄t¬o\u’ ¬d¬x¬Ö¬k”){ 
¬E”l¬d¬sf ¬x/]¬s ¬V¬n¬o\ ¬b¬of¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.cfly{¬s, ¬;f¬dfl¬h¬s ¬/”¬k+ 
g]¬kf¯ b]z¬o\ g]¬jf ¬̄t¬o\u’ ¬E”l¬d¬sf cu?¬/”¬k+ ¬b¬of¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.yA 
g]¬jf ¬̄t¬¬¬o\¬t ¬k?¬efl¬j¬t ¬ofo]u’ l¬gl¬t+ ¬g+ ¬/f¬h¬gLl¬t¬! ¬t¬¬o\¬;+ 
¬E”¬l¬d¬sf l¬ê¬tf¬rA+u’ c¬f¬ef¬¬i cf¯ ¬hfx]¬/ ¬Á¬Á+ ¬j¬¬of¬rA+u’ ¬b‘.
 ¬j+u’ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬¬j¬t¬¬of ¬Ñ•¬b= ¬s–¬¬Ñ– g]¬kf ¬̄of ¬k?wF¬g¬d¬̂ ?L 
¬k‘¬i\¬k¬s¬d¬n ¬bf¬xf¬n+ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t ¬/fl¬‹|¬o ¬;+¬¬j¬t w¬sf¯ 
cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬/”¬k+ #›¬¬i)F ¬of¯u’ ¬b‘.¬t¬/ yA s_¬j¬n #›¬i)F¬o\ 
¬h¬s l¬;l¬d¬t ¬Á¬of y‘l¬s+ ¬%–+ ¬Hf ¬Ìf¬sf¬x¯u’ ¬vg]¬¬d¬b‘.¬;¬/
¬sf¬/L ¬Ë¬/+ ¬¬¬Ìf¬sf¬j¬of ¬rA+u’ l¬a¬Ã¬d ¬;+¬j¬t¬of ¬af/] ¬%– l¬g){¬o 
¬ofo]¬¬t ¬;¬$¬n ¬ÁO ¬d¬$‘¬¬t.cn] g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t¬of¬t ¬/fl¬‹|¬o 
¬;+¬j¬¬t w¬sf¯ #›¬i)F ¬of¬o\w‘+¬sf¯ cf¯ y‘l¬s¬of ¬Ë¬/ ¬j 
¬df¬¬G¬tf, ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬of ¬af/] ¬g+ ¬%–+ l¬g){¬o ¬Âu’ ¬vg]¬d¬̂ .yA 
cfÊ›¬n¬g¬o\ ¬¬Ìf¬gf¬rA+l¬k+ ¬d¬g”¬t¬o\u’ ¬ef¬j¬gf¬of¬t ¬h¬s ¬xf¬s¬g+ 
¬%¬¬s¯ ¬af+¬d¬nf¬s l¬êt]u’ ¬s–¬t¯ ¬Âu’ ¬vg]¬b¬t.
 g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t g]¬kf¯¬of d™l¬n¬s ¬;+¬j¬t, y¬g x] 
¬k?l¬t¬kf¬b¬g ¬Âu’ ¬;+¬j¬t, g]¬kf ¬̄of cflw¬sf¬/L¬s ¬;+¬j¬t ¬sy+ 
¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf¬o\ ¬jOu’ ¬v=¬o\ u¬g+ z+¬sf ¬d¬b‘.¬e¬rf ¬Ì ¬jf ¬¬e¬rf 
¬l¬n¬kf¬of OL¬of ¬v= ¬h¬s ¬v¯.¬/f¬‹|¬of ¬:Afl¬e¬df¬¬g¬tf¬o\ 
¬aA¬n¬gf ¬rA+l¬k+ g]¬kf¯l¬d¬t¬o\¬;+ l¬jb]z¬o\ ¬‰¬nf¬a‘¬nf ¬Á¬of¬rA+u’, 
l¬jb]z+ cf¬ofl¬t¬t ¬;+¬j¬t\¬of¬t ¬Ìf¬an]+ lz/›¬k¬/ ¬of¬gf¬d¬tOu’ 
¬v=¬o\ z+¬sf ¬d¬b‘.¬Ñ• g]¬kf¯ l¬g¬df{)¬of ¬~A¬n¬o\ ¬p¬t\¬kL¬*¬g¬o\ 
¬nf¬gf¬rA+l¬k+ ¬;¬s¬n cfl¬b¬jf¬;L, ¬h¬g¬hfl¬t, ¬ef¬if¬efl¬i¬t 
y¯y¯u’ ¬ê¬;L¬sf ¬j ¬/f¬‹| ¬ef¬j¬gf+ ¬py¬n ¬k‘y¬n ¬Á¬of¬rA+u’ 
O¬n¬o\ g]¬kf¬n ¬;+¬j¬t y¯u’ lz¬i{¬¿f¬g ¬sfOu’ ¬v=¬o\ z+¬sf 
¬d¬b‘.y‘l¬s ¬;¬s¬n ¬/f¬‹|k]?¬dL g]¬kf¯l¬d ¬;¬sn]+ ¬%¬k\¬k+ ¬%wL 
¬Á¬of¯ ¬Ìfs_¬df¯u’ ¬v=¬o\ ¬g+ z+¬sf ¬¬d¬b‘.

¬b= 3 ¬ìf¯ 5 g]¬kf¬n ¬¬;+¬a¬t 1129 s™¬nf 2066 c;›¬h October  2009 ¬k[ 12  ¬d‘ 5÷—

Figure 13: Cover of Lipi Pau magazine.
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Figure 15: Chart of चिलत नेवारी ‘Prachalit Nevari’ (from Shakyavansha 1973: 39).
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Figure 16: Chart of CV combinations for  through  (from Shakyavansha 1973: 40).
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Figure 17: Formation of conjuncts with  (from Shakyavansha 1973: 41).
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Figure 18: Formation of conjuncts with  and  (from Shakyavansha 1973: 42).
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Figure 19: Formation of conjuncts with  and  (from Shakyavansha 1973: 43).
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Figure 20: Text of an inscription in the Newar script (from Shakyavansha 1973: 44).
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Figure 21: Chart of the Newar script (from Rajavanshi 1953: 1).
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Figure 24: Basic letters and signs of Prachalit Nepal from an online script tutorial (from “The
Newah” 2009).
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Figure 25: Comparison of letters  to  of Newari, Ranjana, Bhujimol, etc. (from Government
of Nepal 1962).
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Figure 26: Comparison of letters  to  of Newari, Ranjana, Bhujimol, etc. (fromGovernment
of Nepal 1962).
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Figure 27: Comparison of letters  to  of Newari, Ranjana, Bhujimol, etc. (from Government
of Nepal 1962).
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Figure 28: Comparison of letters  and some ligatures of Newari, Ranjana, Bhujimol, etc. (from
Government of Nepal 1962).
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Figure 30: Comparison of Maithili, Newari, and Devanagari (from Jha 1999: xxxi–xxxii).
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Figure 32: Various signs found in Newar manuscripts (from Shakyavansha 1973: 84).
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Figure 33: Various symbols and flourishes found in Newar manuscripts (from Shakyavansha 1973:
85).
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Figure 35: Excerpt from Vajracharya (2010: 7) showing various symbols used in the Newar script
as well as a description of a new vowel sign proposed for addition to the script.
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Newa Pachhai Rabison Kumari Swati Aakha

 c c c c  अ
 cf cf cf cfi  आ
 ¿ O O C  इ
 ¿L OL OL CL  ई
 p p p ¤i  उ
 p p pm ¤iá  ऊ
  — — q —  ऋ
  — — — — — ॠ
  — — — — — ऍ
  — — — — — ऎ
 P P P P  ए
 P+ P+ P+ P[  ऐ
 C C C ¤f]  ओ
 C+ C+ C+ ¤f][  औ

Table 2: Comparison of vowel letters and signs of various digitized Newar typefaces.
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Newa Pachhai Rabison Kumari Swati Aakha

   — — — — —

   ◌f ◌f ◌f ◌fi ◌ ◌ा
   l◌ l◌ l◌ l◌ ◌ ि◌
   ◌L ◌L ◌L ◌L ◌ ◌ी
   ◌ Ô ◌ Ô ◌ ' ◌ ' ◌  ◌ ु
   ◌ " ◌ " ◌ " ◌ " ◌  ◌ ू
    ◌ [ ◌ š ◌ [ ◌à ◌  ◌ ृ
    — — — — — ◌ ॄ
    — — — — — ◌ ॢ
    — — — — — ◌ ॣ
   ◌ _ ◌ _ ◌ ] ◌] ◌  ◌ े
   ◌ } ◌ } ◌ } ◌][ ◌  ◌ ै
   ◌Ñ ◌› ◌ ]f ◌f] ◌ ◌ो
   ◌Ñ+ ◌™ ◌ }f ◌f][ ◌ ◌ौ

Table 3: Comparison of vowel letters and signs of various digitized Newar typefaces.
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Newa Pachhai Rabison Kumari Swati Aakha

 s s s si  क
 v ¬v v vi  ख
 u u u u  ग
 3 # 3 zi  घ
 » < ª @i  ङ
 r r r ri  च
 5 % 5 qi  छ
 h h h hi  ज
 « ~ E mi  झ
 ` ` ` #  ञ
 6 ^ 6 ^i  ट
 7 & 7 &  ठ
 8 * 8 *i  ड
 9 ( 9 (i  ढ
 0f ) 0f  ) ण
 t t t ti  त
 y y y y  थ

Table 4: Comparison of consonant letters of various digitized Newar typefaces.
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Newa Pachhai Rabison Kumari Swati Aakha

 b bi  द
 w w w w  ध
 g g g gi  न
 k k k ki  प
 · $ W ,i  फ
 a a a ai  ब
 e ¬e e ei  भ
 d d d di  म
 o o o oi  य
 / / / /i  र
 n n n ni  ल
 j j j ji  व
 > > > `  श
 if ¬i if $i  ष
 ; ; ; ;i  स
 x x x xi  ह

Table 5: Comparison of consonant letters of various digitized Newar typefaces.
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PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 106461
 

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html  for 

guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html. 

See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html  for latest Roadmaps. 
A. Administrative 
1. Title: Proposal to Encode the Newar Script in ISO/IEC 10646  
2. Requester's name: Script Encoding Initiative (SEI) / Anshuman Pandey <pandey@umich.edu>  
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Liaison contribution  
4. Submission date: 2012-01-05  
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   
6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Yes  
 (or) More information will be provided later:   
B. Technical – General 
1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): Yes  
 Proposed name of script: Newar  
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:   
 Name of the existing block:   
2. Number of characters in proposal: 83  
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary X B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection)   
 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   
 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Yes  
 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Yes  
 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes  
5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 

standard?  
 

 The font will be provided by Anshuman Pandey, pending authorization for use by Rabison Shakya, the 
original developer of the font. 

 

 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu)  
6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes  
 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Yes  
7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes  
   
8. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/      ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
 

                                                      
1 Form number: N3902-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03) 



C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  
 If YES, with whom? Prof. Kamal P. Malla <kamal.malla@gmail.com> 

Suwarn Vajracharya <suwan_vj@hotmail.com> 
 

 If YES, available relevant documents: See text of proposal  
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  
 Reference: Size of user community is unknown. Script is used for print and digital publications.  
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  
 Reference: The Newar script is used for writing Newar (Nepal Bhasa), Sanskrit, and other languages. 

The script is also known as ‘Prachalit’, ‘Nepal Lipi’, ‘Prachalit Nepal Lipi’, etc. 
 

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  
 If YES, where?  Reference: By speakers of Newar in Nepal, Sikkim (India), and the diaspora.  
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? No  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to an existing character? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: See text of proposal for similarities between Newar, Devanagari, etc.  
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: Combining vowel signs  
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? Yes  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) Virama  
 See text of proposal  
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  
 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   
 If YES, reference:   

 


